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ABSTRACT

Despite the recent significant advances witnessed in end-to-end
(E2E) ASR system for code-switching, hunger for audio-text paired
data limits the further improvement of the models’ performance. In
this paper, we propose a decoupled transformer model to use mono-
lingual paired data and unpaired text data to alleviate the problem
of code-switching data shortage. The model is decoupled into two
parts: audio-to-phoneme (A2P) network and phoneme-to-text (P2T)
network. The A2P network can learn acoustic pattern scenarios
using large-scale monolingual paired data. Meanwhile, it generates
multiple phoneme sequence candidates for single audio data in real
time during the training process. Then the generated phoneme-text
paired data is used to train the P2T network. This network can
be pre-trained with large amounts of external unpaired text data.
By using monolingual data and unpaired text data, the decoupled
transformer model reduces the high dependency on code-switching
paired training data of E2E model to a certain extent. Finally, the
two networks are optimized jointly through attention fusion. We
evaluate the proposed method on the public Mandarin-English code-
switching dataset. Compared with our transformer baseline, the
proposed method achieves 18.14% relative mix error rate reduction.

Index Terms— Automatic Speech Recognition, Code-Switching,
End-to-End, Decoupled Transformer

1. INTRODUCTION

Code-switching is the phenomenon where speakers alternate be-
tween different languages within a sentence. With the progress
of globalization, it is becoming an increasingly common linguistic
behavior [1]. For the code-switching ASR task, end-to-end (E2E)
model is an emerging field because of its simplicity compared with
the traditional ASR system [2, 3, 4, 5]. E2E method integrates
acoustic, pronunciation, and language models into a whole with
joint optimization [6, 7, 8, 9]. Despite the recent significant ad-
vances witnessed in E2E ASR system for code-switching, hunger
for audio-text paired data limits the further improvement of the
models’ performance.

To alleviate the problem of code-switching data shortage, mono-
lingual data and data augment technology are usually used [10, 11,
12, 13, 14]. For the monolingual, some E2E models have achieved
great performance with large-scale data. However, these models usu-
ally can not handle the code-switching speech well. One potential
reason is that the output of the model’s decoder depends on the previ-
ous outputs. When the previous steps keep emitting tokens from one
language, it is hard to switch to tokens of another language imme-

diately due to this dependency [2]. Therefore, it is often necessary
to design a transfer learning method ingeniously to transfer useful
information from monolingual data to the ASR model [10, 11]. For
the data augment technology, the main research work focuses on the
code-switching text generation issue [12, 13]. However, the unpaired
text data can not directly be used to train E2E ASR model. So some
methods like language model fusion or knowledge distillation are
utilized to indirectly assist training and decoding [15, 16, 17]. To
obtain audio-text paired data, speech synthesis technology is neces-
sary [10]. However, the synthesized speech usually does not match
the real speech, which is a challenge to improve the code-switching
ASR performance.

In this paper, we propose a decoupled transformer model to
use monolingual paired data and unpaired text data to alleviate the
problem of code-switching data shortage. We get inspiration from
the work [18] and make further improvements more suitable for
code-switching ASR tasks. Compared with the conventional trans-
former model, our model is decoupled into two parts: audio-to-
phoneme (A2P) network and phoneme-to-text (P2T) network. The
A2P network is pre-trained using the connectionist temporal clas-
sification (CTC) criterion. Because the CTC model has the out-
put independence assumption, which may make it more desirable
to model acoustic pattern scenarios as the current step output does
not explicitly rely on previous outputs [2]. So the A2P network
can learn acoustic pattern scenarios utilizing large-scale monolin-
gual data, eliminating the influence of contextual text. Meanwhile,
it generates multiple phoneme sequence candidates for single audio
example in real-time during the training process. Then the generated
phoneme-text paired data is used to train the P2T network. This net-
work can also be pre-trained with large amounts of external unpaired
text data. And code-switching text can be obtained relatively eas-
ily through various text generation techniques for code-switching.
By utilizing monolingual paired data and unpaired text data, the de-
coupled transformer model reduces the high dependency on code-
switching paired training data of the E2E model. Finally, the two
networks are optimized jointly through attention fusion. The pro-
posed model can not only effectively use monolingual paired data
and unpaired text data, but also maintains the simplicity of the train-
ing and decoding process as an E2E model.

In this work, our main contributions are as follows. Firstly, a
decoupled transformer model is proposed to use monolingual paired
data and unpaired text data. Secondly, a multi-level attention mecha-
nism is used to reduce computational cost. Finally, the method main-
tains the simplicity of the training and decoding process as an E2E
model. The experimental results on ASRU 2019 Mandarin-English
code-switching Challenge dataset show that our method has consis-
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tent improvement compared with the baseline. It is an effective strat-
egy for code-switching ASR tasks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the speech-transformer briefly. Section 3 describes the training strat-
egy of decoupled transformer and multi-level attention in detail. We
briefly describe the related work and the differences between our
method in Section 4. In Section 5, we present our experiments se-
tups and results. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 6.

2. REVIEW OF SPEECH-TRANSFORMER

Speech-transformer is a variant transformer model suitable for the
ASR task [9]. The details of its encoder and decoder are as follows.

For the encoder, 2D CNN layer is used to produce the acoustic
hidden representation after down-sampling. After a linear layer, the
positional encoding is used to attend relative positions. Then a stack
of Ne encoder-blocks is used to get the final encode representation.
Each of the blocks has two sub-blocks: the first is multi-head atten-
tion whose queries, keys, and values come from the outputs of the
previous block. And the second is position-wise feed-forward net-
works. Meanwhile, layer normalization and residual connection are
introduced to each sub-block in training.

For the decoder, a learnable target embedding and positional
encoding are applied to the target sequence. Then a stack of Nd

decoder-blocks is subsequent. Each decoder-block has three sub-
blocks: the first is masked multi-head attention. The second is a
multi-head attention whose keys and values come from the encoder
outputs and queries come from the previous sub-block outputs.
Other parts are the same as encoder block. Finally, the outputs layer
includes linear projection and soft-max layer.

3. METHODS

3.1. Decoupled Transformer

The conventional E2E ASR method integrates acoustic, pronuncia-
tion, and language models into a whole with joint optimization. It
directly maps the input sequence of acoustic features to the corre-
sponding output sequence of targets. In this paper, we introduce
intermediate phoneme sequences between acoustic input and target
sequences. Then the model is decoupled into two parts: A2P net-
work and P2T network. The benefit of this decoupling process is
that the two networks can utilize large amounts of monolingual cor-
pus and unpaired code-switching text data respectively. Therefore,
this method reduces the high dependency on code-switching paired
training data of the E2E model. The decoupling process can be ex-
pressed by the following formula.

P (x|w) ≈ max
p

[P (w|p,x) · P (p|x)] (1)

where w, p, and x are word sequences, phoneme sequences and
acoustic feature sequences respectively.

For the training strategy, we first pre-train the A2P network us-
ing the CTC criterion. The modeling units are phoneme set of both
Chinese and English. The A2P network is shown at the bottom left
of Fig. 1(a). Then the A2P network is frozen as the acoustic encoder
module of the whole model. In the training progress, the input acous-
tic features are firstly recognized to be multiple phoneme sequences
candidates by the A2P model. These phoneme sequences and the tar-
get sequences form new phoneme-text paired training data. Then the
generated phoneme-text data is used to train the P2T network. Be-
sides, the P2T network can also be pre-trained with large amounts of

external unpaired code-switching text data. The right half part of the
Fig. 1(a) represents the structure of the P2T module.

As shown in the Fig. 1(a), keys and values from acoustic en-
coder and phoneme encoder are transmitted to the decoder block at
the same time. The left is the normal multi-head attention calcula-
tion process for the acoustic encoder. And the right is the multi-level
multi-head attention. We will describe the mechanism in detail in
the next subsection. Then the context vectors from the acoustic en-
coder and phoneme encoder are concatenated, and the subsequent
linear layer transforms it into a suitable dimension. In this way, the
model combines the pronunciation and language information from
monolingual data and unpaired text data.

3.2. Multi-level Attention

For a single audio-text paired example, the proposed method will
generate many intermediate phoneme sequences in the training pro-
cess, e.g. the beam-size of CTC is set to 20. The intuitive approach
is to complete the entire forward calculation and model optimization
for each phoneme sequence. This greatly increases the computa-
tional cost of model training. Therefore, we propose a multi-level
attention mechanism to reduce computational cost without compro-
mising the performance. As shown in Fig. 1(b), phoneme level and
sentence attentions are calculated sequentially. The Q is the queries
of target encoding in Fig. 1(a). After the A2P decoding process and
phoneme encoder layer, there are N phoneme sequence candidates.
For the phoneme level attention, the target queries Q calculates the
attention weights with elements of each phoneme sequence, then N
phoneme level context vector sequences are obtained. This process
is the same as the usual attention calculation method.

In order to fuse the information of N phoneme level context
sequences into one sequence, an element-wise weighted average of
different context sequences is used. And the weighting parameters
can be learned by sentence level attention. Concretely, the first ele-
ment of target query Q calculates the attention weights with the each
first element of N phoneme level context sequences, then get the first
element of final sentence level context after weighting. And repeat
this process for all elements to complete the attention calculation.

4. RELATED WORK

4.1. Modular Trained End-to-End Model

We get inspiration from the work [18] and make further improve-
ments more suitable for code-switching ASR tasks. There are three
main differences between them.

1. The motivation of the decoupled transformer model is to use
monolingual paired data and unpaired text data to alleviate the prob-
lem of code-switching data shortage. However, the work [18] focus
on modular-trained E2E framework, while E2E decoding is retained.

2. Our method unifies the A2P and P2T networks under the
transformer framework. The P2T network fusion the acoustics infor-
mation from A2P in training and decoding process. On the contrary,
the acoustics representation A2P is not used by P2T model in the
work [18]. This may be one of the factors limiting the performance
of the model.

3. Multi-level attention mechanism for word and sentence is
proposed to reduce computational cost.
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Fig. 1. Framework of decoupled transformer model (a) and multi-level attention (b). For simplicity, we omit parts such as convolution layer,
layer normalization, residual connection, etc.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Datasets

We conduct our experiments on ASRU 2019 Mandarin-English
code-switching Challenge dataset, which consists of about 200
hours code-switching training data and 500 hours Mandarin data
[19]. The development set and test set each has about 20 hours of
data. All the data are collected in quiet rooms by various Android
phones and iPhones. The transcripts of data cover many common
fields including entertainment, travel, daily life and social interac-
tion. Meanwhile, we choose the 460 hours of a subset of Librispeech
corpus [20] as the English data.

5.2. Experiment Setups

In this paper, the input acoustic features of the encoder network are
40-dimensional filter-bank with 25ms windowing and 10ms frame
shift. For the output target, we adopt English word pieces and Chi-
nese characters as the modeling units. We keep the 3277 characters
that appear more than five times in the training set as the Chinese
modeling units. And the number of English word pieces is 2k. The
word pieces can not only balance the granularity of Chinese and En-
glish modeling units but also alleviate the out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
problem with limited English training data. In this paper, we use a
mix error rate (MER) to evaluate the experiment results of our meth-
ods. The MER is defined as the word error rate (WER) for English
and character error rate (CER) for Mandarin.

We adopt the speech-transformer model as our baseline system.
Two 3 ∗ 3 CNN layers with stride 2 for both time and frequency di-
mensions of the acoustic features are used. For both encoder-block
and decoder-block, the attention dimension is 512 and the head num-
ber is 8. The dimension of position-wise feed-forward networks is
2048. And the number of encoder-block and decoder-block are 12
and 6 respectively.

In order to eliminate the influence of model parameters’ size, the
blocks number of acoustic encoder and phoneme encoder are set to 8
and 4 in the decoupled transformer model. And the decoder-blocks

number is 6. This setting ensures that the number of the proposed
model parameters is close to the baseline.

The A2P network is pre-trained using CTC criterion, and the
output units are phonemes. The phonemes set has 208 Chinese
phonemes and 84 English phonemes. Additionally bound separa-
tor < wb > are used to indicate word boundaries in phoneme se-
quences. The motivation is to take < wb > as the hint of tokeniza-
tion in the phoneme-to-text process, e.g. distinguishing short words
in case that its phoneme sequence is a sub-string of longer words
[18]. For the phoneme encoder network, the phoneme embedding
dimension is 512. The rest of the phoneme encoder has the same
structure as the acoustic encoder. Except for the multi-level attention
mechanism described in section 3.2, the rest of the decoder-block
also has the same structure as the decoder-block of baseline.

The uniform label smoothing technique is used and the parame-
ter is set to 0.1. SpecAugment is used to improve the performance of
the models [21]. Meanwhile, we set residual dropout as 0.1, where
the residual dropout is applied to each sub-block before adding the
residual information. We adopt the optimization strategy of work [9]
in the training process. After training, we average the last 5 check-
points as the final model. Then, we performed decoding using beam
search with a beam size of 10. All the experiments are conducted
using ESPNet [22].

5.3. Performance of A2P network

The phoneme sequences generated by A2P network is used to train
P2T part. So phoneme error rate (PER) of A2P model affects the
final MER of the proposed method. Table 1 shows the results of the
A2P model under different combinations of data sets. For the code-
switching data, the A2P model achieves 5.45% PER performance.
And the Chinese training data improves the PER to 4.28%. How-
ever, English data hurts the model performance slightly. It is may
be caused by the mismatch problem between the English and code-
switching datasets. The results show that the A2P model can model
code-switching acoustic pattern scenarios effectively. It is the basis
of the subsequent method.
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Table 1. The PER (%) of pre-train CTC under different datasets.
There are 200 hours code-switching data (200h CS), 500 hours Chi-
nese data (500h CH), 460 hours English (460h EN) and all of them
(All).

Data Dev Test
200h CS 5.72 5.45

200h CS + 500h CH 4.37 4.28
200h CS + 460h EN 5.80 5.52

All 4.33 4.32

Table 2. The MER/CER/WER (%) of different transformer-based
systems training with code-switching data. CH is the CER of the
Chinese part and EN is the WER of the English part in the both dev
and test data. -PEL refers to without phoneme encoder layer. -AEL
refers to without acoustic encoder layer.

model Dev Test

All CH EN All CH EN
Transformer 12.52 10.20 31.21 11.63 9.48 29.30
Decoupled 11.21 9.08 28.36 10.51 8.52 26.88Transformer

- PEL 12.85 10.47 32.04 11.90 9.67 30.20
- AEL 17.51 14.41 42.55 17.50 14.45 42.47

5.4. Results with Code-switching Data

To verify the performance of the proposed model training with code-
switching data. We compare the results of our method with the base-
line model under the code-switching data. The results are shown
in Table 2. We can find that performance of the proposed model
has obvious improvement compared with the baseline. Our model
achieves 9.63% relative MER reduction compared with the baseline.
And English WER and Chinese CER are improved by 8.26% and
10.13% respectively. This indicates that our method can model the
distribution of code-switching speech better.

To examine how the acoustic and phoneme information affect
the model performance, ablation experiments are conducted. As
shown in Table 2, the model -PEL has a similar performance as
the transformer model. This means that the pre-trained encoder in
our model can provide sufficient acoustic information. However, the
model with only phoneme encoder can not achieve as good result
as the baseline system. It shows that P2T model can not effectively
deal with code-switching ASR tasks without acoustic information.
The experimental results prove that it is beneficial to combine the
two kinds of information.

5.5. Results with External Training Data

Table 3 shows the results of the baseline model with external training
data. It is clear that external monolingual data can reduce the error
rate of the corresponding language in code-switching. However, the
performance of another language is damaged to some extent. It is
worth noting that external English training data even increase the
overall MER of the model. The results demonstrate that monolingual
data can not always improve the code-switching performance for the
E2E model. When trained with all the data, the baseline achieves
3.61% relative MER reduction compared with only code-switching
training data.

To verify our model’s ability to use monolingual data, we pre-

Table 3. The MER/CER/WER (%) of transformer with different
training data.

model Data Dev Test

All CH EN All CH EN
200h CS 12.52 10.20 31.32 11.63 9.48 29.30

Transformer + 500h CH 12.17 9.64 32.55 11.42 8.99 31.37
+ 460h EN 12.84 10.79 29.41 12.11 10.34 26.63

All 11.94 9.70 30.02 11.21 9.15 28.10

Table 4. The MER/CER/WER (%) of decoupled transformer with
different pre-training data.

model Data Dev Test

All CH EN All CH EN
200h CS 11.21 9.08 28.36 10.51 8.52 26.88

Decoupled + 500h CH 10.30 8.02 28.64 9.94 7.86 27.01
Transformer + 460h EN 10.99 9.22 25.31 10.42 8.64 24.97

All 10.21 8.24 26.08 9.63 7.76 25.00
All + CS text 10.10 8.13 26.00 9.52 7.72 24.25

train the A2P network with different external data. The results are
shown in Table 4. It is obvious that our method achieves greater im-
provement with external monolingual data than the baseline model.
Although English data slightly increases the PER of A2P, the acous-
tic information learned from English monolingual corpus can still
improve the overall performance of the model. For all data, our
model achieves 8.37% relative MER reduction compared with only
code-switching training data.

To illustrate that the proposed model can effectively utilize un-
paired code-switching text data, we use the code-switching training
text and the corresponding phoneme sequences to pre-train the P2T
model. Then the whole model is fine-tuned with all data. The re-
sult shows that this strategy can also improve the performance of
the model, albeit slightly. Overall, the proposed model provides up
to 9.42% relative reduction in MER compared with the only code-
switching training data. And English WER and Chinese CER are
improved 9.39% and 9.78% respectively. More code-switching text
from data augment technology may further promote model perfor-
mance.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a decoupled transformer model to use
monolingual paired data and unpaired text data to alleviate the prob-
lem of code-switching data shortage. In the model, multi-level atten-
tion mechanism is used to reduce the computational cost. The train-
ing and decoding process is as simple as the ordinary E2E model.
The experimental results show that it is an effective strategy for code-
switching ASR tasks.
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